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Spectral Marches
there are days, silent, when scars of past times haunt,

wounds invisible that show no mark, nor color,
how for them to be like soldierly ghosts, unseen, yet ever present, 

ever stepping.

as how they move and pound the grounds,
to breach palisades of fortitude, in disrepair,

breeze forth in a brisk order, and soon smash the gates,
hammering as furtive killers, one sudden strike!

just as sharp as razor slowly dragged to flesh,
these openings, though in mind, scream just like the rest.

condemn, banish, make war, of strife,
may it seek to end such weary night and previous life.

such spirits do persist, and commence the dark onward,
coalescing inside, making mind no outpost of defense,

recovering the past and bearing the present a sinister dream.
come no way in, spirits, no do not march with deceit, danger, and 

drum

what once was buried now rises, airy cannons be gone
infiltrate mind, only in thoughts vanished, of years faded,

but pound no more in ear, blasted, aching drums!
there will be days, moments, and suffering, come.

your siege encircle consciousness, and slaughter mind,
your corruption never-ceasing, and will banish all progress,

you may rip bit by bit, and spook sanity to the bugle’s retreat,
and lay waste, torture captives to black cerebral earth,

but may you, transparent beings, of which the past so readily com-
mands forth,

make haste, finish it well, and raze fortress,
for drums and danger will come as one again,
upon fields eternal where battles cease to end.

it is time to move on,
and seek peace of other minds,

there is no rest, no resistance strong,
no way to hold the line

and so I upon hill, defeated, watch city burn,
the light of fiery synapses ascend,

and ghouls dance gleefully around in hands,
to mock, to remind how little I stand.

there will be no battle,
to meet the mourn,

or any valiant strikes,
to bind up wounds

no. only to remain here,
to watch death march on thoughts, memories, images

to set ablaze and blow asunder,
all the while, as I sit feeling, raging fire in mind.


